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INTRODUCTION

It is the purpose of this study to determine the effect of topo-

graphy and land use on the ruffed grouse, Bonasa umbellus umbellus, in

its southern Michigan habitat. It is also the purpose, here, to develop

a management plan under which a shootable population of grouse may be

built up. The study covers the period of February 1947 to January 1948.

There is a unique relationship between the ruffed grouse and topo-

graphy. Topography influences vegetation - the food and cover which it

offers in season, the selection of nesting sites, brood cover, escape

routes, and daily movements. Topography has a marked effect upon the

actions of grouse predators.

Slope is an aspect of topography and is important in the action of

wind, water, and sunlight. Slope has determined the location of woodlots

and the nature and extent of their use. Cultivation has limited grouse

habitat, but on the other hand, it has provided additional food and dust-

ing spots. Drainage has lowered the water level so that more land might

be brought into cultivation; it has also in cases increased the water

supply in the basins around which grouse habitat is in large part center-

ed. These and other agricultural practices now in use in southern Michi-

gan will be discussed from the standpoint of their value to this game bird.

In order that the study areas and the management plan might be viewed

in the proper relationship, a brief summation of glaciation is important.

Furthermore, glaciation is the basic cause of that topography, the effects

of which will be discussed. The terrain of outwash plains, kettle holes,

and moraines is the result of a definite ice movement, the main pressure

of which was exerted from the northeast and east. The general area in

which the study was carried on includes Washtenaw County, the eastern edge
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of Jackson County, and the southern edge of Livingston County. The

northwestern portion of the area is occupied by rough, interlobate mor-

aine of loose textured soil. This is known as the Interlobate Lake Dis-

trict, which extends from Lenawee County on the south to Oakland County

on the north. Thousands of acres of swamp and marsh land occur in the

basins of this district. Grouse habitat is centered in the wooded ba-

sins. The central portion of the area is included in the Clay Morainic

Belt. High and rolling, this area reaches from just below Portage Lake

to Ypsilanti (27).

-Drainage and erosion play a large part in the determination of the

vegetation in grouse habitat. In the Interlobate Lake District a string

of over forty lakes swings from southeast Livingston County, across the

northwest corner of Washtenaw County, and south along the east side of

Jackson County. Interior drainage is predominate here. The most im-

portant stream in the study is the Huron River, which rises near Wolver-

ine Lake in-Oakland County, flows southeast through the area under dis-

cussion, and empties into Lake Erie below Dearborn. The Huron River and

the small streams of the Interlobate Lake District are important in the

development of the management plan.

The Gladwin State Game Refuge and a portion of adjacent Clare Coun-

ty are more northern grouse habitats which were observed for comparison

in the study. The topography of these areas will be discussed later, as

will the respective drainage systems.

The grouse is a bird of subclimax situations where a mixed habitat

of brush and trees is available (31). In consideration of a management

plan it is important that the former vegetation be known, as this will

indicate the suitability of the area for grouse. Upland forest on the

more sandy soils were composed of red, black, and white oak with smooth
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bark hickory, sugar maple, and a few shag-bark hicories. Creeping

juniper and yew were in the second story. On the flood plains grew

soft maple, black ash, white elm, and swamp oak. Along the river

banks was a growth of red bud and red cedar.

Tamarack bogs are scattered in both the sandy and clay morainic

areas. The upland forests in moraines with noticeable clay content con-

sisted of oak, white ash, shag-bark hickories, with some elm, sugar maple,

black walnut, butternut, and aspen. Stand density was so pronounced that

there was little underbrush.

A small stand of black spruce grew at the edge of Independence Lake.

Along the Huron River there were cotton-woods, sycamores, and willows.

Red cedar and juniper grew along the bluffs overlooking the river. There

were some oak openings of white and bur oak with a lower story of hazel

bruso. Remnants of this timber still occur (38). The spruce is gone at

Independence Lake but there is a great deal of shag-bark hickory on the

sandy moraines. Ground juniper and yew are still to be found and have

increased in overgrazed areas. The stands are reduced to the status of

woodlots, cut and grazed, and have varying amounts of brush.

Ten to twenty years ago there were more grouse in the region of Whit-

more Lake and Chelsea. Some stands below the forty acres of which Fisher

(20) speaks once held grouse. The birds are no longer found in these

stands. The population has decreased because of cutting, grazing, and

drainage. There may have been some effect from the closing of crown can-

opies and brush areas in ungrazed, lightly cut woods.

Mention should be made of those who gave information concerning form-

er grouse populations. These men may be of value to later workers. Joe

Warren of 42 Barker Street, Whitmore Lake, states that fifteen years ago
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there were a few grouse in the region around the four small lakes just

east of Whitmore Lake. Warren mentioned a Charles Golf, living somewhere

near the west side of Whitmore Lake, as being a man who might be of ser-

vice. Golf has long been familiar with this territory. Merkel of Sylvan

Road, near Chelsea, referred the writer to the Chelsea Game Refuge. He

said that there were twelve to fourteen grouse there twenty years ago.

The Mason brothers used to flush twenty or more grouse in their woodlots

and thirty or more at Mud Lake. Clutier, who owns half of the Chelsea

Game Refuge, states that there were eight grouse in the cedar swamp from

1937 to the present time. Much of the grouse habitat is now closed to

hunting. Few hunters in this region know that grouse still exist here.
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TECHNIQUES IN THE COLLECTION OF DATA

Mapping:

K. C. Leebrick has some excellent maps in his thesis (25), some of

which he did and some which were prepared by others. These maps were

used as an already prepared and convenient source of material and were

carefully checked in the field. Any changes appearing in the field since

his work will be found recorded on the maps. One new map was prepared.

Regarding the Waterloo Recreation Area, in view of its extent and the mea-

gerness of the data collected, it was deemed a waste of time to type map.

In order to place the data in relation to the geological setting, maps

have been included showing the location of the study areas in reference to

the glacial formation of the areas under discussion. These maps are a fur-

ther aid in the direction of glacial movement and in the understanding of

the agricultural status of the land.

Population:

As the types covered present only small acreages in comparison with

those on which Fisher did his work, it was not thought advisable to use

his modification of King's census method.

The study areas were thoroughly worked, sometimes alone when it was

thought necessary. For the most part, however, a dog was used. These

areas were worked with the same intensity in this and in all other phases

of the work, as perhaps even areas of lesser potential value may give use-

ful information. Each grouse flushed or observed was recorded on the

map (pp. 87 to 94). Later these data were analyzed in order that per acre

population, movements, and increase, might be determined (pp. 21, 22, 23).

Cover:

Careful attention was paid to cover in order that composition and
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value might be noted. Timber, shrubs, herbaceous vegetation, and topo-

graphy were considered in relation to concealment, mechanical properties,

and plant species. Negative information enters here as there are condi-

tions where certain seasonally used types are of no value.

Food Habits:

Field observations, collection of droppings, and laboratory analysis

constitute this phase. Droppings were looked for regardless of flushes;

this is especially important during summer as birds are often hard to

find and droppings equally so. Consequently, increased searching was nec-

essary. Both adults and young were observed feeding, and trails were

followed from beginning to end in the collection of information (fig. 1,

p. 7). Winter and summer droppings were collected and analysed (p. 45).

Six foot quadrats were thrown around those places in which summer grouse

were flushed; the plants were carefully observed for signs of browsing,

and the information recorded on forms. Some observations of actual feed-

ing were obtained.

Predation:

All evidence of predation was recorded and carefully checked with

the findings of Darrow (12). A study was made of the game-predator ratio

(26), historical information, previous findings, and the effect of habi-

tat. The tracks and droppings of predators were especially looked for

during the winter.

Hunting and Former Populations:

People living close to the study areas were questioned as to former

populations and hunting conditions. This information was recorded and

then compared with existing conditions in an attempt to find the reason

for the present low grouse population. The various woodlots which they

mentioned were observed.
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Fig. 1. Habits may be read through tracking.
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Fig. 2. Dropping analysis gives information on food habits.
Note the cecal dropping. This is an exposed form
in open hardwoods.
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Topography and Land Use;

The correlations of topography and existing vegetation were studied.

This information was then viewed from the standpoint of its influence up-

on grouse. As much of this was concerned with plant ecology, the infer-

ences drawn were checked with a standard work (37). Glacial action and

the associated soil conditions were compared with the vegetation.. Infer-

ences were later checked with Leverett and Taylor (27). Observed grouse

movements were studied in both direct and indirect relationships to topo-

graphy.

Land use data was drawn from field observation and from conversation

with people on the land. The fall land status and other environmental

changes were recorded on the maps. Land use operations were observed and

their effects upon grouse were noted. Leverett and Taylor provide very

useful information, which contributes to the broad picture of land use in

the northern and southern areas of this study. The Agricultural Census

(36) and a publication of the W. P. A. (29) provided invaluable informa-

tion. Coupled with observation and the information given in Leverett and

Taylor, a clear picture of land use effects for both the northern and

southern areas were obtained.
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Area Descriptions

Mud Lake:

The more rugged topography surrounding Mud Lake (p. 88) lies along

the northern edge of this swamp which has a fourteen-acre bog lake. The

sharpest rise along the immediate border includes the hardwood stand on

the northeast end where the slope is about 40%. Progressing towards the

west end of the northern border the slope drops to about 30%. The west-

ern half of the northern border of the swamp varies from about 15 - 20%;

this includes the upland hardwood on the west. On the west, the terrain

slopes more or less evenly towards the swamp from the junction of Barker

and South Hamburg Roads. The sharper slopes border the swamp on the

eastern half. For the most part, the terrain to the south is not as

sharp. This fits in rather well with the fact that Mud Lake lies on the

edge of the Fort Wayne moraine, which is gently undulating, rises from

30 - 50 feet above the till plain, and is composed of clayey drift with

few boulders (p. 87).

A hundred-acre mixture of yellow birch, elm, maple, and aspen with

some hickory, ironwood, and oak covers the north side of the swamp.

Tamarack and black spruce is in two areas with leather leaf, spruce, and

tamarack reproduction to the south. Dense yellow birch-aspen reproduction

is on the north. Extending out to the east and west, cattails border a

belt of tamarack.

Through the center of the swamp hardwood extends a strip of poison

sumac grading into chokeberry on the east and west. Being poorly drained,

there is water in the swamp hardwoods during spring and fall. The black

spruce is bordered on the west by swamp hardwoods which are rather dry.
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This has high bush blueberry as a shrub understory. Out to the west

the marsh extends with an island here and there. Pasture and woodlot

flank the swamp on the east, while pastured and cultivated fields

bound it on the north and south.

Other shrubs throughout the hardwood, especially around openings

and along the ecotones, are dogwood, Michigan holly, and elderberry.

In the areas of the swamp hardwood and conifers holding a good deal of

water there occurs a growth of skunk cabbage. Plants typical of the

swamp hardwoods in general are at least three species of fern, violet,

stinging nettle, dwarf Solomon's seal, jewelweed, marsh marigold, sedge,

star flower, jack-in-the-pulpit, bedstraw, and true Solomon's seal. In

the conifers, orchids and some marsh marigold occur, while along the

edge of the tamarack and out into the leather leaf and cranberry grow

pitcher plant and sundew. Nightshade and grape are also found in the

swamp hardwood, while occasional asters and goldenrod are sometimes to

be seen.

When not of pure cattail, the marsh also has meadowsweet, aster,

fern, shrubby cinquefoil, dogwood, willow, goldenrod, and an occasional

group of white birch. Upland hardwood varies from the lowland hardwood

in that it has bracken, asters, bloodroot, anemone and other plants more

distinctive of drier habitats. Hazelnut is a distinctive shrub. The

discussion of food habits contains more information pertaining to Mud Lake.

Stinchfield Woods:

It will be seen that this study area is located on the Mississinawa

moraine which has 20 - 75 foot relief above the outer till plains, and

is composed of clay till (p. 89). The moraine shows a steep front, averag-

ing 50 in the region of Stinchfield, which might be imagined as a small
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area with undulating rises and pockets on the north end of the moraine

(p. 87). The steep slopes are especially apparent from the Dexter-

Pinckney and Stinchfield Woods Roads. In the hardwood stands there are

some small areas which are comparatively level.

There are about one hundred acres of hardwoods composed of red and

black oaks, white oak, hickory, ash, and maple. There are over three

hundred and twenty acres of conifers and a little maple set out in plan-

tations. Dogwood, sumac, ash, hickory, and hazelnut make up the shrub

cover. Bracken, grass, and the usual upland herbaceous plants are pres-

ent, many of the herbaceous plants finding suitable habitat in the leaf

mould of small, leaf-filled pockets, while the hardier asters and golden-

rods appear in more open areas. Here and there ground juniper is found

in the hardwood. Occasional openings in the conifers support growths of

Jersey tea, a little aspen, and some sumac and dogwood. Vetch is also

found scattered in these openings and along the roads. There is a small

amount of Japanese barberry. Some berries, wild apple, and cherry are

also to be found.

The George Reserve:

Placed as it is in the Kalamazoo morainic system, it is to be ex-

pected that this area (p. 90) shows a rugged topography. Knobs 75 - 100

feet are common along the south border of this part of the moraine,

which displays the most prominent relief in the system (p. 87). On the

northeast and southwest the land falls sharply to extensive marsh and

swamp land. The topography is not as rugged on the east towards Pinckney.

The outstanding feature of the George Reserve is Big Tamarack Swamp,

which is about one half the area contained in the eastern portion of the

reserve. The general trend of the swamp is on a line running
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southwesterly. There is a series of lowlands along the west side begin-

ning with Fish Hook Marsh and ending with the Big Cassandra just a little

east of the northwest corner. A marked ridge runs northeasterly through

the reserve; the remainder of the terrain breaks up into a strong moraine

roughly paralleling the ridge. Some outstanding hills are situated on the

northwest. These features stand out sharply on the topographic map in-

cluded (p. 91). The only study area comparable to this interesting topo-

graphy is that in the region of the Chelsea Game Refuge.

Upland hardwoods on this area are composed of red, black, and white

oak with some maple. There is also some hickory, ash, aspen, basswood,

and ironwood. There is but little shrub cover in the woods, this consist-

ing of sassafras, huckleberry, and hazelnuts with some blueberry and gray

dogwood along the swamp margins. The swamp timber is of rather open na-

ture, and is largely tamarack with high bush blueberry, Michigan holly,

dogwood, poison sumac, sedge, and fern as shrub and herbaceous cover.

Big Tamarack, as its name implies, has the most dense cover of tamarack,

with a great many fallen trees. To the east of Big Tamarack Swamp there

is a small, low area with a growth of yellow birch.

There is a marked difference among the herbaceous plants of the

north and south slopes. Bracken, grass, and asters are typical of the

dry south slopes, while violet, anemone, hepatica, and bloodroot are

found on the north slopes. This does not seem to hold true for the her-

baceous plants growing under and near the shrub cover along the swamp

edges. The herbaceous plants in such situations vary from pure sedge in

the damper places to mixed herbaceous plants such as violet, fern, sedge,

and stinging nettle. There are many areas of open grassland in the re-

serve.
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The Mason Farm:

As the Mason farm (p. 92) is situated on the till plain adjacent

to the Fort Wayne moraine (p. 87), this study area displays the most

level terrain of all those observed. The ground is broken only by gen-

tle rises and depressions in which lowlands and small bodies of water

occur.

There are some fifty acres centered around a six-acre bog lake.

The bog succession series is typified in the aquatics, leather leaf,

shrubs, tamarack, swamp hardwood and upland hardwood. On the north are

two plots of upland hardwood eight acres in area composed of oak, maple,

elm, and cherry, while on the south a strip of hardwood borders a field.

Swamp hardwood of elm and maple runs along the edge of the tamarack and

is mixed on the east with tamarack and brush. The tamarack averages a-

bout twenty feet in width and fans out on the north and south to cover

stands of eight acres.

The upland hardwood has shrub cover of reproduction, dogwood, and

hazelnut. Swamp hardwood has poison sumac, hazelnut, and dogwood.

High bush blueberry, Michigan holly, red osier dogwood, yellow birch,

and rose compose the understory in the tamarack, Down trees and grape-

vine growths are abundant.

The Chelsea Game Refuge:

The Chelsea Game Refuge (p. 93) is situated near the northeast end

of the Mississinawa moraine. The refuge faces the steep front of the mo-

raine. The slope here is comparable to that of many of the hills on the

George Reserve, though it is not as steep as the sides of Buck Hollow.

Steep hills slope quickly down into the seventy acres making up the swamp.

The west side is flanked by the hills and the remainder of the swamp
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opens onto relatively level land. Grazed and cultivated fields surround

the swamp.

Almost one half of the swamp is cedar. The remainder is composed

of tamarack-swamp hardwood (fig. 3, p. 15). There are two small ponds,

one of which has been improved for fishing. A scattering of aspen, birch,

and tamarack occurs throughout the swamp, and in small openings grow Michi-

gan holly, poison sumac, elderberry, high bush blueberry, and red osier.

Growths of red osier and gray dogwood vary from dense to scattered around

the outer margins of the conifers and hardwoods. A scattering of Michigan

holly and nannyberry as well as poison sumac is also to be found along the

edge of the timber. Between the shrub border and the hills, a strip of

sedge and cattails rings the swamp. Marsh marigold, nightshade, jack-in-

the-pulpit, dwarf Solomon's seal, skunk cabbage, violet, moss, and sedge

are among the plants composing the ground cover. Sedges occupy the immedi-

ate border of the ponds where they are not overshaded by timber.

The Waterloo Recreation Area:

This is a large recreation area (p. 87) between Jackson and Ann Arbor,

lying between North Territorial Road and U. S. 12 (Jackson Road). The

Kalamazoo moraine (p. 87) runs through the area giving it a distinctly

rugged terrain rolling down to the Portage marshes. In many places boul-

ders are seen. The topography is that of sharp hills and basins with many

lakes and marshes. There does not seem to be an abundant growth of shrubs

in the upland hardwoods, but the islands which sometimes occur in the

marshes have a dense shrub cover. Stands of tamarack, varying in size and

density, occur here and there in the lowlands. There is also some cedar.

The stands of upland hardwood are interspersed between fields. Timber,

shrubs, and ground cover are much the same as in areas previously des-

cribed.
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Fig. 3. Cedar, tamarack, and swamp hardwood provide fine
grouse habitat.
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Fig. 4. Seven feeding grouse were flushed from this hard-
wood opening on the Chelsea Game Refuge.
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Fig. 5. Cedar-tamarack cover on the Chelsea Game Refuge.
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Fig. 6. Cover value is increased by tangled windfalls
in cedar and tamarack stands.
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Populations

Mud Lake:

The late winter census at the time this problem was begun showed there

to be 20 grouse on the area. This seems to be somewhat in balance with the

spring drumming count of 9 male birds, excepting the three birds killed.

Let us study some figures using Edminster's percentages of loss (18). He

finds that over a twelve year period of observation, 40% of the young are

lost and 60% of the adults are lost over the year, with September being

used as the time when young birds reach adulthood. The calculations follow:

17 adults : 8 pair plus one single
x12 eggs

96 young
plus 17 adults

113 birds

60% of 96 = 57.60 young birds lost
40% of 17 = 6.80 adults lost

64.40 lost per year

113 birds
minus 64.40 lost per year

4. birds remaining

Of course these figures were obtained from a more ideal area. These

figures are carried out on the assumption that an even sex ratio exists

between the birds. On September 29th, a brood of seven young were flushed

with the mother bird. Two adult birds were flushed also on this day;

thus, by the end of September, there were only 10 grouse, out of a possi-

ble 48 surviving, to be found on the area. On the census of December 31st,

there were 18 grouse, thus indicating that at least eight birds had moved

into the area following the September census or a covey was perhaps missed.

It is particularly difficult to determine the fate of these birds

not showing up on the area. A survey of the immediate surrounding cover

shows it to be almost without exception too open for adequate protection.
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Whether these birds hang on outside and later find their way in to re--

place those cut down, has not been definitely determined. It is not in-

conceivable that some of these birds may reach the Mason farm during the

fall shuffle; this is practically the only adequate cover close to Mud

Lake. There have been reports of birds flushed in late November from

small patches of wet land cover.

Stinchfield:

Drumming census showed two male birds, and late winter and spring

flushes showed a total of four. It was extremely difficult to locate

grouse during the summer at Stinchfield. Only one bird was flushed dur-

ing July. Four grouse have been presen t on the area from September 6th.

The George Reserve:

As a drumming census was not possible, particular attention was

paid to flushing and twelve birds were found on the area most of the

time. One brood of twelve was observed on July 12th. Because of thin

ice on the swamps, a winter census was not possible. It is conceivable

that those birds not succumbing find their way to suitable habitat such

as that around Fox Hill or the University Health Camp.

The Mason Farm:

The spring drumming census yielded nothihg on the two attempts made

from the same stations used by Leebrick. The entire spring seems to have

been too wet for the grouse to remain in the vicinity. Flushing yielded

no data either. The Masons were equally unsuccessful in hearing grouse,

however, they reported seeing a brood of 12 grouse around August 3rd, so

it is definitely known that at least one brood came off. The census of

December 22nd showed 10 grouse on the area.
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The Waterloo Recreation Area:

No birds were personally observed during the summer or early fall

on the area. It was not possible to work all the area and likely look-

ing cover worked yielded no birds. Three grouse had been seen up to the

opening of the duck season.

The Chelsea Game Refuge:

As the Chelsea Refuge was not found until early September, there ire

no data on spring population. A single track was all that rewarded a

search on September 2nd. Upon a subsequent return, 8 grouse were flushed.

This left the area, at this date, with a population of 8 birds for seven-

ty acres. A census of December 13th showed a winter population of 7 grouse.

Density:

Edminster found, at maximum density or saturation point, a figure of

one bird per four acres (18). Fisher (20) found a figure of one bird per

five acres for Michigan. K. C. Leebrick (25) arrived at a population fig-

ure of one bird per nix to seven acres, with figures based on the two best

areas and a number of sample areas picked at random. The density figure

set down for this study is the denity per acre for the total area in

which these birds have been found; this includes winter habitat only as it

is the most reliable. It is felt that if this figure is confined to those

areas in which birds are definitely known to be, it will be closer to ac-

tual conditions than otherwise. Grouse in southern Michigan are not crea-

tures of extensive habitat; they are rather of individual, isolated habi-

tats for which a density figure of birds per acre of used habitat seems to

be fitting. On this basis, there is one bird per 8 - 9 acres (p. 25).

This is a conservative estimate based on two sets of winter figures for

Mud Lake and Stinchfield; one set of winter figures for the Chelsea Game
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Refuge and the Mason farm; and Leebrick's figure for the George Reserve.

His figure seems logical and is used because thin ice delayed a winter

census until it was too late.
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Consecutive Flushing Records for Stinchfield Woods

Date of
_ Trip

When
Flushed

Upland
Hardwood

Spruce Pine Brush

Apr. 17 x1(1) 2(1)4'
Jun. 20 x 3(1)
Jun. 22x 4(1)
Jul. 25 x 5(1)
Jul. 29 x 6(1)
Aug. 16
Sep. 20
Oct. 6 x 7-8(2)
Oct. 10 x 9-10(2)
Nov. 5 x 11(1) 12(1)

* Type total

Consecutive Flushing Records for the George Reserve

Date of When Upland Tamarack Marsh Brush
Tri Flushed Hardwood

Jun. 27 x 1(1)4'
Jun. 28 x 2-5(2)
Jun. 29 x 4(1)
Jul. 11 x 5-7(5)
Jul. 12 x 8-19(12)
Jul. 18 x 20-22(5)
Jul. 19
Jul. 51 x 25-24(2) 25(1)
Aug. 1
Aug. 5 x 26-29(.4)
Oct. 25 x 50(1)

* Type total
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Consecutive Flushing Records for the Chelsea Game Refug6

Date o f
.Trip

When Swamp

Flushed Hardwood
Tamarack Cedar Marsh Brush

Sep. 1
Nov. 2 x 1-8(8)
Nov. 25 x 9-15(7)* 2-22
Dec. 15 x 16-20(5) 2-22
* Type total

Consecutive Flushing Records for Mud Lake

Date of When Swamp Tamarack Upland Spruce

Msar. 9 _ X 5-10(6) 1(1) 2-4(5)*
Mar. 14 x 11-19(9) 28-30(5) 20-27(8)Mar. 21 x 51-52(2) 55-54(2)
Apr. 20 x 55-59(5)
Apr. 26
Jun. 8 x 40(1)
Jun. 9 x 41(1)
Jun. 18 x 42(1)
Jul. 7 x 453(1)
Jul. 22 x 44(1)
Jul. 27 x 51-52(2) 45-50(6)
Aug. 10 x 53--60(8)
Sep. 10 x 61-68(8)
Sep. 29 x 69-76(8)

* Type total

Consecutive Flushing Records for the ,Mason Farm

Date of When Swamp Aspen Tamarack Brush
TripFlushed Hardwood

Aug. 5** x 1-12(12)*
Dec. 22 x 15-19(7) 20(1) 21(1) 22(1)

* Type total
**Seen by the Masons



The Esti.mated Density
of

Grouse on the Study Areas

Area Acres of Used Habitat Avrg opulation Ace erBr

Mud Lake 100 19 5. 2
Mason' s 50 10 5.0
Chel sea Game Refuge 70 8 8.7
Stinchfield WFoods 100 4 25.0
The George Reserve 200 14 14.2

Density: 520 g to 9 acres per bird

Birds Moved per Hour:

162 flushes
287 field hours '" " birds moved



Cover

Roosting Covers

Winter. Winter cover might be placed in three categories: conifer-

ous; swamp hardwood in which the form is protected; and swamp hardwood

in which the, form is exposed. In the conifers, grouse roost either in

the trees or beneath the roots of trees which have fallen. The dense

foliage of the spruce offers excellent concealment. Oftentimes, roosts

may be located in the trees from droppings which fall upon the ground

below and also lodge in the branches. Those forms beneath the roots of

fallen trees vary in the degree of protection but all are protected at

least from the rear. The degree to which the forms are protected from

above varies with the amount of overhang and the number and size of the

natural crannies offered. Those forms beneath the roots offer an open

avenue of escape when the bird is flushed. They face open spaces of

vaping size and natural avenues between or beneath the surrounding foliage.

Those forms which are protected in the hardwood take advantage of

vegetation including trees and shrubs. Fallen trees may also figure in

this cover. Oftentimes, the grouse form will be under the dense cover of

sumac or in a tangle of grapevines. At other times the form may be plac-

ed close to the base of a tree or beneath the roots of a down tree. In

such locations the upperstory gives a high canopy with plenty of open

space in which the grouse may take rapid flight. The cover of shrub and

grape tangles open upon clear avenues of escape as noted above. Over-

hanging branches of shrubs, grape tangles and roots are important in that

they offer concealment and the chance for safe escape from predators.

The upperstory may offer concealment from some hunting hawks but this is

of little concern to owls which hunt inside the woods.
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Those forms situated in the open among the hardwoods have no immed-

iate, overhanging cover but have, within quick flight, ample cover of

timiber and shrubs (fig. 2, p. 7). The bird probably depends upon si-

lence for safety. Two special cases observed at Stinchfield Woods

should be mentioned. They clear up a previously unanswered question.

The value of plantation conifers to grouse has not been definitely

determined. On April 17th, a grouse was flushed west down a road be-

tween the hardwood and conifers; it cut sharply to the right into the

pines and a short while later, what was thought to be the same bird was

flushed from the southwest edge of this particular stand. It was, how-

ever, determined to be another bird from the pile of droppings, which

could not possibly have accumulated in the short space of time between

the two flushings. The other case occurred on November 5th, when a

grouse was flushed from the shelter of a spruce along the road just

southwest of the cabin. This bird had been eating ceanothus leaves

previously and had evidently settled for the night beneath the cover of

the spruce. Howard Hammond, wildlife student, has frequently observed

grouse and grouse tracks in coniferous openings.

Spring. The birds remain in the swamps if conditions are such

that certain portions of it are dry and offer the necessities which

they require. Otherwise, they move out to adjacent uplands. Adults

make the most use of cover in the ecotone between swamp or marsh and

upland hardwood. The best cover offers trees, shrubs, and herbaceous

vegetation for protection. This may be further strengthened by topo-

graphy. Cover of dogwood with sedge, or pure sedge alone was never used.

One of the best examples of spring cover was that used by a grouse

on the edge of Big Island in the George Reserve. The bird used this
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cover all day. It was backed by a steep slope and was overhung by

a leaning cherry. The cherry branches arch over to within one half

or three feet of the ground and dogwood grows up into its overhang-

ing branches. Beneath the dogwood was a dense cover of fern with

some bedstraw and violet. Out in the swamp, a stand of tamarack with

various shrubs contribute additional protection in that some hawks

would be forced to fly high. The sedge surrounding this shrub growth

also contributes to concealment. Hardwoods at the top of the slope

complete the cover (fig. 7 and 8, p. 27).

Brood cover is situated in the upland hardwoods and, in the cases

observed, consisted of saplings of open density near swamp-upland eco-

tone. The two places observed had an upperstory of aspen and hickory,

respectively, with scattered mature trees. The aspen under observa-

tion had diameters averaging about four inches; the predominant ground

cover in this case was bracken fern with grass and some asters. That

brood cover observed in the second case was of hickory with trees aver-

aging about three inches; this upperstory was rather dense except where

broken by small openings. The ground cover was composed of ferns and

species varying from those found in more shaded upland hardwood to the

plants of more open areas such as asters and other composites. While

the aspen, because of its density could offer roosting cover, it seems

more likely that the ecotone along the swamp is used.

Summer. Usually the summer cover remains the same for the adult

birds as that used in spring. An exception arises in that the grouse

make use of berries; this sometimes causes them to shift their loca-

tions to places a little more open than usual. Only in one case was

grouse observed feeding on berries. This took place at Stinchfield,
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Fig. 7. Excellent cover formed by a cherry overhanging
dogwood, fern, stinging nettle, sedge, and vio-
let.

I

Fig. 8. Cover is enhanced when backed by wooded slopes and
fronted by swamp timber. This is a picture of fig.
7. taken from above.
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and constitutes the only summer observation for that study area. Ber-

ries were ample in the study areas. Summer birds are supplied with

much more abundant and easily available food and they remain for long-

er periods in such shelter. Either they remain hidden from observation

or else they are more difficult to flush during summer. Moulting may

have some effect.

Autumn. Roosting cover during this season is a transition from

summer to winter cover, with the main difference being ascribed to wea-

ther effects. On cold, wet days there is a noticeable shift towards

coniferous cover in the lowlands. In the case of upland plantations,

grouse make use of coniferous shelter during wet, fall weather.

Hardwood roosting cover is situated beneath maple with some birch

and aspen. The understory is usually composed of sumac and dogwood with

grape, Michigan holly, and elderberry. Ground cover, for the most part,

is made up of two or three ferns, jewelweed, nettle, sedge, marsh mari-

gold, and violet. The exact abundance and composition of the understory

and ground cover depends upon how close to the edge the roosting cover

happens to be. The brood observed at Mud Lake was found much closer to

the edge of the cattail marsh on warm days. Two lone adults observed

there this summer were consistently flushed from beneath poison sumac

bushes in an opening towards the northeast end of the swamp.

Feeding Cover:

Winter. Feeding cover is at its lowest from the point of view of

protection. The grouse wander about from one place to the other and

are frequently exposed to view, if the tracks are read at all correctly.

The majority of those tracks show that the grouse, when feeding in this

manner, rarely leave the ground. Ample cover is available around or
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near the trees in which the grouse browse. Shrub and canopy cover

have been discussed.

Spring and Summer. Cover, during this season, is situated in rel-

atively heavy growths of shrubs and herbaceous vegetation, sometimes

strengthened by timber and topography. In the majorityof cases there

was always fern present in the cover. At no time was a grouse found to

have been feeding in pure sedge, as in most cases pure sedge was grow-

ing in locations either very damp or with water covering the surface.

Dogwood and pure sedge, when existing together, were always passed by;

no grouse were to be found there. At no time was a grouse flushed from

shrub cover lacking herbaceous ground cover beneath it. Food is in

most cases required to be a part of the cover. There are exceptions;

a grouse was observed quite fully exposed feeding on berries. Brood

feeding cover is situated in open stands with sheltering ground cover

of fern or other herbaceous cever.

Autumn.. It should be noted that roosting and feeding cover are

hardly distinguishable in spring, summer and early autumn as the cover

is entirely adequate for both. With the advent of the autumn berries,

there is sufficient sign showing that the birds have made use of the

fruit on the shrubs. It is the opposite in winter; most of the tracks

followed show the grouse to be dependent in great degree upon fallen

fruits. A few fruiting shrubs or vines were always found in those

places in which the grouse were flushed. During periods of inclement

weather, the grouse made use of feeding cover closer to the conifers.

In such locations, the feeding cover has shrub growth as a component

if there are openings.

The brood observed at Mud Lake presented a striking example of
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Fig. 9. Aspen saplings over bracken, aster, and grass
formed this brood cover on the George Reserve.

1

Fig. 10. Autumn brood cover is more dense. Mud Lake.
A late brood of 8 flushed here.
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seasonal movement. Enough flushes were obtained so that the pattern of

movement became clear. The brood had moved from the upland hardwood,

crossed the marginal ditch, and then progressed towards the conifers

(fig. 10, p. 30). There was evidently little wide scattering of the

brood.

Drumming and Nesting Cover:

From examination of previous data, the drumming locations of this

year correspond with those previously used. This, as may be seen in

the data of Dr. S. A. Graham, has been a strikingly consistent use to

the exclusion of other favorable locations. His studies also show an

almost consistent count of twenty birds present in the spring. The

grouse preferred hardwood locations for drumming spots.

Those birds using drumming cover more scant than other positions

begin the drumming a little earlier. Some birds in the better cover

drum later in the morning. One bird was noted to have moved its sta-

tion from time to time. The cover varied from poison sumac, giving

scant mechanical shelter, to swamp hardwood with some dogwood cover,

or to a very adequate shelter of high bush blueberry and dogwood. All

drumming cover takes on increased value with the appearance of foliage

in the spring.

No definite information concerning nesting cover has been found

during this study, though evidence points towards conditions similar

to those which Leebrick observed. On July 22nd, a decoying female was

flushed from the edge of the hardwood stand on the northwest side of

Mud Lake. On the 27th of July, a brood of six young birds was flushed

in almost the same location. It is inferred that the female nested in

this locality, which is composed of hickory reproduction and larger
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maples and hickories with small openings. The brood observed on the

George Reserve, was in all likelihood, brought off in cover adjacent

to the lowland areas. The outstanding point is that, just as Leebrick

found, the birds resorted to the edge of upland hardwoods for their

nesting. One of the interesting things in the Mud Lake observations

is that the hickory reproduction offered an unusually dense canopy,

while dense shrub and ground cover were noticeably lacking. This sort

of cover is probably adequate for the young birds. The brambles and

herbaceous vegetation of the openings were equally effective.

Food Habits

Seasonal Feeding Locations:

During the spring, the grouse move to the edge of uplands. Females,

of course, lead the broods a little further from the ecotone into those

areas having the necessary sapling growth. Feeding places of male grouse

are located in mixtures of trees and shrubs with the trees usually back-

ing the shrub strip. The shrubs face upon sedge or cattail. The feed-

ing locations, then, fall along an ecotonal strip providing required

food. This holds true for the George Reserve, Mud Lake, and probably

the Chelsea Game Refuge, as this presents a situation very similar to

the former areas. There are exceptions. On several occasions, a grouse

was flushed from an island in the marginal ditch at Mud Lake.

The data indicate that a brood came off in the upland hardwoods

bordering the northwest edge of Mud Lake. This area is composed of up-

land hardwood saplings averaging about three inches and of rather dense

composition. Openings occur here and there. The west edge of the woods

opens upon a field; this provides shrubs differing from those along the

southern swamp edge. Food plants were more varied than those used by the



brood on the George Reserve. This brood was located in an almost pure

aspen type which was relatively open.

Summer feeding locations bring the males into areas having berry

food (fig. 13, p. 38). The situation varies little from that of spring,

except that the birds are brought into closer contact with the more o-

pen edge - that is, on the side having the lesser cover such as grass or

crops. Late summer and fall bring the grouse down out of upland hard-

wood, through the ecotone and into the swamp hardwood. Fall rains find

the birds feeding in locations closer to winter cover. Feeding loca-

tions vary from areas with timber of diameters up to fourteen inches

with a shrub under story to areas which are more open in nature and sur-

rounded with shrubs.

Stinchfield Woods consitutes an exception, in that the grouse re-

main on the upland throughout the winter. This use of upland cover pre-

sents an interesting parallel to the condition which Fisher(20) describes

when speaking of Houghton Lake. The grouse there made the greatest use

of upland deciduous and coniferous timber which occurs in a nice inter-

spersion attractive to the birds. That these game birds prefer feeding

spots in an upland coniferous-deciduous mixture, rather than the low-

lands in winter as exemplified at Houghton Lake and Stinchfield Woods,

seems to be valid. Dr. O'Roke has occasionally observed grouse in Sag-

inaw Forest.

With few exceptions, those grouse flushed made use of locations in

which fern constituted the larger part of the ground cover. During the

spring no grouse or grouse sign were observed under swamp shrub cover

which was surrounded by water or was in a very damp location. In a few

cases, grouse were flushed from ground cover predominately sedge with a
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little fern. Feeding grouse on the Chelsea Game Refuge during winter

are found most frequently in cedar openings.

Cover and Food:

In general, the majority of spring and summer grouse were flushed

from positions backed by steep slopes giving considerable protection.

A striking example of cover in relation to topography was observed on

the George Reserve. A narrow tongue of land on Big Island is cleft by

a pass reaching to swamp level. A short distance from this pass, a

grouse made consistent use of adequate cover. Regardless of the direc-

tion of approach, the bird made use of this convenient and sheltered es-

cape route each time it was flushed (fig. 7, p. 27).

Spring and summer cover bordering swamps consisted of mixed or pure

hardwoods; overhanging sumac, dogwood, with a little cherry, grape, and

elderberry; fern, star flower, violet, jewelweed, stinging nettle, night-

shade, true and false Solomon's seal marsh marigold, and some sedge,-

These are representative of all the ecotones bordering swamp land. All

of these species were used for food. It appears that grouse make the

heaviest use of those positions in which there is sufficient fern to con-

ceal them. Sedge would offer sufficient cover, but food plants are gen-

erally lacking except for a scattering of fern. Those areas in which

sedge is predominant are perhaps too wet for the use of grouse. Several

examples on the George Reserve support this viewpoint. Tamarack, sumac,

blueberry, and other shrubs offered cover to flushed grouse. This cover

was dense, but the birds made no use of such locations.

Fall cover is composed of swamp hardwoods; ppison sumac (fig. 11, p.35),

blueberry, elderberry, chokeberry, Michigan holly, nannyberry, high bush

cranberry, dogwood, nightshade, and some rose and grape. Ground cover



Fig. 11 and 12. Two winter grouse foods of high value.
Birch stands offer budding in winter.
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includes violet, false Solomon's seal, jack-in-the-pulpit, marsh mari-

gold, sedge, nettle, watercress, jewelweed, and some orchids. Most of

the above species of plants and shrubs offer food. Aspen and birch of-

fer food in late fall.

Winter cover consists of conifers and hardwoods mixed or relative-

ly pure and offering many of the same food plants. The coniferous types

offer dense cover in the evergreen species and perhaps some ground cover

food in pitcher plant, the tips of skunk cabbage, and a few ferns and

marsh marigold. Food is an edge consideration either of the type peri-

meter or of openings within the type.

Broods were observed in swamp hardwood types mentioned above, but

spring and summer food, in relation to cover, varied considerably from

that of adult males. Open upland hardwood or pure aspen (fig. 9, p..3)

has an understory of hazelnut and witch-hazel and a ground cover of

briers, fern, violet, anemone, bloodroot, geranium, grass, aster, and

other plants. Either fern or other herbaceous species provide cover.

Food plants and insects are present.

Special Observations:

A grouse brood was flushed July 12th on the George Reserve. One

youngster was singled out and watched from a distance of about twenty-

five feet until he disappeared from view in the bracken fern, cheeping

occasionally as he returned to the mother bird. This took place in a

small stand of almost pure aspen with bracken, grass, aster, and some

nettle as ground cover. The young, seven weeks old bird was observed

to snap up some insects on the bracken and to pick at an anthill. He

had eaten beetles and grasshoppers. While displaying perhaps a little

anxiety, the chick progressed in the general direction of the mother,
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stopping occasionally to take food:

On July 29th, a grouse was observed feeding in a patch of berries

at Stinchfield. Almost no information on actual feeding was obtained

here, as this bird saw the observer almost at the same time that the

observer saw him, .upon which he took flight. Indications are that the

bird hopped from the ground to take an occasional berry out of reach

even though there were plenty within reaching distance. Fresh pedicel

ends were present showing that the berries had recently been taken.

November 5th was a day of mist and intermittent rain; a grouse was

flushed from an opening in red pine and spruce just northwest of the ca-

bin at Stinchfield. Two or three small aspen saplings, sumac, dogwood,

ceanothus, grass, and some strawberry and vetch composed the vegetation

in the opening. The grouse had left a clear and easily followed trail

of droppings beside the ceanothus, strawberry, and vetch of which it had

partaken.

This gives some indication of actual feeding during the seasons; it

remains but to cite examples of winter feeding. K. C. Leebrick (25) has

done some admirable work on this phase of grouse habits. On March 14th, a

faint grouse trail in the swamp hardwood was pieced together in the snow,

and the bird was found to have eaten nightshade berries (fig. 14, p. 58),

sedge, poison sumac berries, and some green fern and marsh marigold.

Phenology:

Species known to constitute grouse foods were searched for during the

field investigations and the dates upon which they were first definitely

distinguished were recorded (p. 39). Similar recordings were made of flow-

ering, fruiting, and of budding. This does not follow phenology in the

strict sense of the word, that is, first dates are not recorded as they
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Fig. 1.3 and 14. Brambles and nightshade provide a late
sinner and fall food.
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The Major Phenology of Some Trees, Shrubs, and Plants
Known as Grouse Foods - 1947*

Speciee Vegetation Flower Fruit Bud

(Plants):
Hepatica
Bloodroot
Canada violet
Anemone
Strawberry
Trtue Solomon's seal
Lady's slipper
Trillium
False Solomon's seal
Bedstraw
Marsh marigold
Ceanothus

(Shrubs):
Rubus
Elderberry
Rose
Nightshade
Blueberry
Honeysuckle
Grape
Bittersweet
Staghorn sumac
Poison sumac
Nannyberry
Hazelnut

(Trees):
Birch
Aspen
Maple
Willow

Mar.
Mar.
Mar .
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May 1
May

May
May
May
May

17
17
17
17
17
17
15
17
17
15
20
15

15'
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

15

15
15
15
15

Apr.
Apr.
Jun.
Apr.
Jun.
Apr.
Jun.
May
Jun.
Jun.
Jun.
Jul.

Jun.
Jul.
Jun.
Jul.
Jun.
Jul.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Jul.

27
27
8
27
8
27
18
30
8
8
8
27

20
27
20
27
8
27
15
10
10
10
29

Jul. 29
Jun. 21
Jul. 29
not noted
Jul. 29
Sep. 20
Sep. 20
Jun. 20
Oct. 5
Sep. 20
Jul. 29
Nov. 5

Jul.
Sep.
Sep.
Sep.
Jul.
Sep.
Sep.
Oct.
Sep.
Sep.
Oct.
Oct.

27
20
20
10
19
4
27
12
15
15
2
5

Oct. 2
Oct. 2
Oct. 2
Oct. 2

* Only dates of appearance are recorded for those vegetative
parts used for food. Flowering dates are recorded as they
determine f ruiting.
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would have been had daily field trips been possible. These data do

give some information on when the food becomes available and particular-

ly, in the case of fruits, how long it persists.

Hepatica, bloodroot, violet, and marsh marigold appear early in

spring, the latter persisting as evergreen throughout the year, and does

not appear to be succulent during winter. Bloodroot dies back in June.

The lady slipper blooms fairly early and stays in leaf into September.

The anemone appears early with the first flowers and vanishes early.

Fern, while persisting in some species throughout winter, is well up

and fruiting in June. Mayapple flowers in mid-May and is in fruit by

mid-June. Many of these species stay in leaf until September. Straw-

berry, hepatica, marsh marigold, and fern remain evergreen the year long.

Ceanothus has been selected as a plant appearing later during the spring

and holding the leaves up into November. These plants offer herbage un-

til the season of fall fruits. Such species as the true and false Solo-

mon's seal hold the fruit until well into September. The berries of the

dwarf Solomon's seal and the false Solomon's seal continue into winter.

Nightshade, elderberry, dogwood, Michigan holly (fig. 15, p. 41),

apple, grape, and bittersweet are well in fruit by mid-September. By

the middle of October, grape, dogwood, and apples are declining. The

cultivated species of apples are less persistent than the wild types.

Michigan holly continues as far as January but in decreased numbers.

Nannyberry (fig. 16, p. 41) will continue through until March and is

used by both birds and mammals. The blueberries come into full fruit

during July and only a few of them persist beyond September. Elder-

berry has practically lost all its fruit, except for a few persistent

berries in late September. Fruit of the staghorn sumac appears in late
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August and September persisting, as do the fruits of the poison sumac,

throughout the year.

With the vanishing and decrease in amount of the various fall

shrubs, the hardwoods, especially birch and aspen, offer buds as food.

Food Preferences:

There seems to be a seasonal difference in the operation of pref-

erability, especially with regard to winter and summer. The bird follow-

ed during March 14th showed no definite preference having eaten here and

there of nightshade berries, sedge seed, poison sumac berries, marsh mari-

gold, pitcher plant and skunk cabbage, the ends and tips of which were vis-

ible in places where the snow had melted. Preference does not seem to op-

erate here. However, it should be pointed out that since poison sumac and

birch hold a high place in the analyses - 15% and 21% respectively in Lee-

brick's work (25) - a preference does operate to a marked degree. It is

not clear why the grouse should take so much poison sumac. Perhaps it

serves as a grit substitute (1).

On September 10th, eight grouse were flushed in a brood at Mud Lake.

Foods known to have been taken by these birds were: jewelweed, fern, el-

derberry, daisy, nightshade, and dwarf Solomon's seal; the first three had

definitely been taken as preferred foods and in that order of abundance.

The jewelweed showed particularly heavy use.

On November 2nd, the eight grouse flushed at the Chelsea Game Refuge

were found to have been feasting upon Michigan holly with dwarf Solomon's

seal and marigold as second and third in abundance among the plants used.

Some poison sumac, nightshade, and elderberry - still persistent - had

been taken as well. The grouse flushed on November 5th from spruce cover

in Stinchfield constitutes a marked example of preference for ceanothus leaves.
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An Analysis
of

Twenty-five Groups of Droppings Showing Seasonal Foods

% of
Total Vol.Common Name

Mealy material
Aspen and y. birch
Poison sumac
Green material
Michigan holly
Nannyberry
Nightshade
Common greenbrier
Virginia creeper
Common elder
Clover sp.
Staghorn sumac
Common barberry
Common vetch
Grape
Sedge
Dogwood
Rose
Insects

Parts

Buds & catkins
Seeds

Seeds
Seeds
Seeds
Seeds
Seeds
Seeds
Seeds
Seeds
Seeds
Seeds
Seeds
Seeds
Seeds
Seeds

Hard parts

Frequency

31.0
20.0
10.0
9.0
8.0
5.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

2.4
1.0
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

25
19
19
15
13
9
14
12
9
11
8
7
2
1

3
1
1
5
1



Rather than to discuss the food preferences of the grouse brood ob-

served on the George Reserve, one of the Gladwin broods has been selected.

This brood was feeding on sedge seed in a patch of almost pure sedge ground

cover. The mother bird feeding upon a frog constitutes an exception to the

general rule. Other observations made at different locations within the

same areas and during the same months show similar foods for specific a-

reas in general, but the preferred species varies. This places prefer-

ability on a basis of availability. That food present in greatest amount

was always the one most used. The examples in which jewelweed, Jersey tea,

and Michigan holly were cited support this contention.

Weather

Cover Selection:

During periods of wet weather, as previously mentioned, the grouse

move into or near the conifers. The brood observed at Mud Lake on Sep-

tember 29th was close to the border of the spruce. There was slight

rain most of the day and these birds were much closer to the conifers

than on the preceding and following days of clear weather (4). The

grouse observed feeding on Jersey tea leaves at Stinchfield Woods was

definitely making use of coniferous cover during wet weather.

There could possibly be a desire for cool spots which sends the

grouse into cover along the swamps and marshes in summer. Though

the best cover is also found here, coolness is not necessarily excluded.

Though food and cover seem to be the factors in the winter use of low-

lands, there is decidedly less wind action in the basins. It is cer-

tainly not as cold as where the winter winds whip up windward sides and

hill tops. Summer brood cover is noticeably dry and warm.
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Food Selection:

Winter observations indicate that the grouse remain close or even

in the form during snowfall. This limits food selection to their immed-

iate surrounding. Weather determines what winter foods are available.

It would seem that in the case of the trail of droppings left by the

Stinchfield grouse, weather may have had an influence on what was eaten.

This bird was moving in a very limited area.

Broods are not active to any great extent in feeding when the weath-

er is damp. Those observed at Mud Lake had been feeding under protection

of brush and had been there for some time. The jewelweed in the vicinity

was pulled down and well worked over by the young birds. During the wet

weather following observation of the George Reserve brood, these birds

were not again located.

Nesting:

Weather appears to be decidedly important in nesting. Mud Lake

was so wet this spring that no nests were found in the swamp hardwood.

The location of broods, if found early enough, is an indication of where

nesting has taken place. Flushing of a decoying female may also be taken

as either indication of a nearby nest or of a very young brood. Oberva-

tions of both were taken and it is fairly certain that one brood came off

in the hardwood stand on the northwest side of Mud Lake. The grouse

brood at the George Reserve was brought off either along the swamp edge

or in the young hardwood which is of sufficient density and ground cover

to afford some degree of cover. The brood on the Chelsea Game Refuge,

was from all indications, brought off within the swamp. There are sever-

al dry knolls within the swamp.
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Mortality

It is generally held that predators are not the most important

critical factor in reduced numbers but rather that the number of pre-

daceous animals is controlled by the abundance of species upon which

they live. This probably holds true for those habitats which have

not been adversely affected by man. The grouse of southern Michigan

occupy small, isolated habitats surrounded by fields. This is not

the normal thing for grouse; it is possible that factor influences

are not the same under such conditions.

The Mud Lake data show that in September, according to Edminster

(18), there should have been almost fifty birds. There were not, nor

could there have been according to the density figures previously held.

Weather has not been definitely determined to be the limiting factor.

Unless further work is done, preferably by more than one person, there

is great possibility of error in any conclusive statement made concern-

ing factors.

Leopold defines cover - also a factor - as being "a geographic u-

nit of game cover." The cover on the study areas is limited. One hun-

dred acres of swamp hardwood constitute a very important winter type to

the grouse in that the majority of the feeding is done here. To attempt

to place 48 grouse in this type during winter would be to have a satura-

tion figure far above that of Edminster (18). The birds are not there.

Could predation cut them down?

Predation:

Mud Lake presents the greater share of the predation figures and

almost all the grouse kills. During every winter day in which tracks

could be read in the snow, fox were active on all the areas. Several
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times during the year fox were actually seen at Mud Lake. One was ob-

served on the south side as it went up the hill to enter the old build-

ing overlooking the swamp. Sign was abundant there during the spring.

Grouse feathers were found at the entrance of a den not far from this

former location.

There are definite trails, worn by animals, which cross and re-

cross the swamp. Coon sign has been picked up along some of the trails.

Fox were often tracked along these runways. During spring and summer

there is a definite trail following the north edge of the Mud Lake mar-

ginal ditch, from the hardwood on the west to the southeast corner.

From time to time fox scats were picked up on this trail. A young o-

possum, song bird, and an unidentified hawk are some of the species

known to have been killed in the vicinity of this trail. No comparable

trails were found in any of the other areas. A fox is known to have

taken a fox squirrel at Mud Lake and on the George Reserve. Two fox

dens on the George Reserve had rabbit bones scattered around the en-

trances. The young grouse found during the summer at Mud Lake is as-

cribed to a weasel. Only the wings and a few feathers remained, the

wings being located about a quarter of a mile distant where crows had

carried them to eat.

Barred owls were observed several times, both on the George Re-

serve and at Mud Lake. Two grouse kills are ascribed to owls at Mud

Lake, as in each case the feathers were found beneath owl feeding

places continually used throughout the winter. Examination of owl pel-

lets from the various areas showed mice to be the dominant food. Rab-

bit fur and bones were found in one pellet, and the sternum of a small

bird in another. No large bones such as those of a grouse were found.
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A barred owl was flushed from daytime feeding on the George Reserve.

It had taken a chickadee. This bird had been consistently feeding on

a low stump adjacent to a kettle hole.

Predation may be more important than is ordinarily believed. Dur-

ing the fall and spring of 1946-47, the writer set up a wildlife man-

agement plan for sections 11 and 12 in Freedom Township, Washtenaw Coun-

ty. Pheasants in some cases selected for their feeding areas small,

isolated patches of weeds and shrubs situated along fence rows. Fox reg-

ularly visited these islands and in them the only known cases of pheasant

kills occurred. There were three cases during the spring. All of them

are ascribed to foxes. The grouse is a similar creature of island cover.

Comparison of kills with the findings of Darrow (12) have facilitated i-

dentification of the above mentioned predators. A dead calf was fed up-

on during the winter at Mud Lake. The animal had died near a clump of

bushes on the northeast side of the swamp, and the fox and opossum left

tracks and scats.

The history of Washtenaw County definitely shows that wildlife makes

use of the only available cover left to them when man has used the rest

for agriculture. In 1870 Henry Wilson of Dexter saw a bobcat Lynx ruffus

ruffus near Independence Lake. In 1862 Henry Wilson killed a fisher in

the same locality. There are other records. It is natural to assume

that fox and other predators have made and still make use of this cover

because the game is found there. When rabbits are low in number as they

were last year, the fox increases its hunting range, thus coming into

contact with more grouse (16). This means that island habitat is cover-

ed more thoroughly. In 1946 Johnson, a wildlife student, found six pairs

of foxes between Mud Lake and the Mason farm; this shows a predator-game
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ratio (26) of almost one to one. This at least indicates that more

work should be done. The rate of predation must be more accurately de-

termined. A single worker is hindered by the following; 1) limited

time, 2) the possibility of not seeing grouse remains, 3) failure of

the dog to catch the scent of dead grouse, and 4) snow covering grouse

remains thus making detection by man or dog more difficult. It will be

necessary to trap and mark the grouse for accurate results (15).
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Biotic Relationships

Cutting:

All the study areas have been cut in varying degree. Mud Lake,

Stinchf'ield Woods, and the Chelsea Game Refuge present the most compact

areas of timber. 'Those stands on the George Reserve are now so open in

character that windfalls are taking place.

Through the opening of stands in the lowlands, brush has become

established. The Mason farm shows the greatest spread of this type. The

effect varies in accord with the degree of cutting. The presence of poi-

son sumac - a plant of more open situations - in the hardwood stand of

Mud Lake is extremely valuable to grouse both as a source of food and

cover. Much of the brush on the Mason farm is far too dense to be of

value. A heavy growth of jewelweed grows beneath dense dogwood in parts

of the Mason farm. This herbaceous plant is a grouse food but this was

not used because of the dense shrubs. Valuable food plants are often to

be found in openings which are the results of cutting.

The cutting at the Chelsea Game Refuge has been, in some instances,

favorable to the grouse. With removal of the cedar, brush and aspen -

offering food and cover - have come into the area. Light cutting of the

yellow birch has resulted in some windfalls with a subsequent growth of

shrubs. One of the very interesting things about the refuge is that

cutting has made conditions suitable for the establishment of a small

group of beech on a mound which rises about eight feet above the level

of the swamp, and beech is a grouse food. Incidentally, there is a fox

den in this mound.

Last winter, cutting was going on in the northeast end of Mud Lake.

This could have a detrimental effect upon the grouse if a heavy growth
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of brush comes in.

Fire:

The most outstanding result is seen in the two stands of spruce

which were formerly one stand along with tamarack in the central por-

tion of Mud Lake, until fire burned through the conifers. Dense aspen

and yellow birch cover the northern portion of the burn while spruce-

tamarack reproduction with leather leaf ground cover is found on the

side towards the lake. This represents an increase in available win-

ter food and a reduction in a valuable cover type.

Grazing:

Without exception, portions of land bordering all of the study

areas have been grazed. Some of them have been grazed within and many

of them have been overgrazed. The George Reserve has been heavily over-

grazed through a deer population too high for reproduction of timber

and shrubs (fig. 17, p. 52). There are many high, bald hills standing

out sharply at Stinchfield. The Chelsea Game Refuge has noticeable

erosion with exposed sand on one of the high slopes bordering the north

side of the swamp. Sheep and cattle are responsible. Stands along the

southeast corner of Mud Lake have been overgrazed by sheep. Through

grazing, grouse habitat is reduced to swamp lands and swamp ecotone.

Planting:

Coniferous and hardwood stands are something similar to an inter-

spersion of types. The three cases observed in which grouse used the

coniferous cover at Stinchfield lend additional weight to this. Density

comparable to that of the coniferous stands at Stinchfield will offer

shelter to birds from the very fact of that density. Grouse also make

use of coniferous openings for feeding.
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Fig. 17. Contrast the overbrowsed ground cover along this
George Reserve Road with that of the Gladwin Re-
fuge (fig. 21).
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Wildlife:

Game. Species of game are most abundant in the ecotones and extend

their range in accordance with the season. During the winter, pheasants

range the hardwood stands at Mud Lake occasionally penetrating as far as

the conifers. The pheasant makes use of the marginal ditch both as feed-

ing and roosting cover. There is no pronounced competition between the

pheasant and the grouse for food. Seven pheasants (one cock and six hens)

make use of the marsh, brush, and adjacent corn fields at the Chelsea

Game Refuge.

Rabbits make use of the marsh cover. They also range freely through

the hardwoods. One case indicates the possibility of competition with

grouse. The grouse observed feeding on ceanothus leaves happened to be

doing its feeding in a patch at least three quarters of which had been

browsed by rabbits. In a year in which rabbits are plentiful in such an

area as Stinchfield Woods where available grouse foods are scarce, there

could be competition.

Squirrels range into lowland and upland. The red squirrel is con-

sistently found during the winter and often during the summer in spruce

or cedar stands. The fox squirrel makes use of the swamp hardwood dur-

ing winter. No competition for food has been noted.

The George Reserve deer herd has ranged as high as 188 but in the

last few years has been maintained at about 100. With the exception of

Big Tamarack Swamp, the whole reserve is in an overbrowsed condition.

These hardwoods have the most inferior grouse cover in the study areas.

The tamarack has been noticeably browsed.

Predators. The red fox, raccoon, weasel, mini (fig. 19, p. 54),

opossum, and skunk are on the areas. The kills have been described
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elsewhere and are indicated in the chart (p. 56). The remains of rab-

bit bones were found at several fox dens. Kill remains were not found

near dens during the winter; all those kills ascribed to foxes were

found in the fields or woods. They do, however, appear near the dens

during spring. Grouse feathers were found at a den entrance on the

south side of Mud Lake. Comparatively recent fox scats among the small

pile of stones under which the den had been dug clearly indicated that

this was an actively used burrow.

During the winter, the fox was the only animal which ranged widely

through the various types. The sign of rabbit, weasel, and mink was

present in and about the marginal ditches or along the ecotones of both

lowland and upland hardwoods. The skunk and raccoon are not confined to

lowland areas. Owls and foxes preyed most frequently upon the grouse

during the winter. Owls, foxes, and weasels were definitely known to

have been predators during the summer. There are diagnostic characters

of the kill remains which definitely pin down the observed grouse kills(12).

SowgBirds.

The usual winter and summer species were seen on the areas. There

is no competition with the grouse as there is abundant food during sum-

mer. The diets of those remaining during winter vary from the grouse in

the staple foods taken. The red-winged blackbird may be a buffer species

as far as owls and grouse are concerned.
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Table of Predation

Species Predator Date Location Type

Chicken

Fox squirrel

Grouse

Hawk

Opo ssum

Pheasant

Rabbit

Fox

Fox

Owl

Owl

Owl

Fox

Weasel

Fox

Fox

Fox

Fox

Owl

Apr.

Mar.

Apr.

Mar.

Mar.

Apr.

Jun.

Nov.

Apr.

Mar.

Jun.

Mar.

18,'47

3,'47

18, '47

14, '47

17,'47

20, '47

7, '47

23, '47

20,'47

21,'47

18, '47

3, '47

Mason'"s

Mud Lake

Mason' s

Mud Lake

Mud Lake

Mud Lake

Mud Lake

Chelsea

Mud Lake

Mud Lake

Mud Lake

Mud Lake

Field

Swamp hardwood

Upland hardwood

Spruce

Spruce

Edge of marginal ditch

Upland hardwood

Cedar

Marsh edge

Edge of marginal ditch

Edge of marginal ditch

Swamp hardwood

Po' Jul. 31,'47 George R. Upland hardwood



The Ruffed Grouse in the Bog and Upland of Southern Michigan
(Showing Cover, Food, Disturbance Effects and Related Wildlife)

Fields
insects, clover

Ecotone
cherry, viburnum, haw-
thorn, Virginia creeper,
grape, greenbrier,
bittersweet

Upland Hardwood
elm, oak, hickory,
beech, basswood, dog-
wood, herbaceous plants

Cultivation . . - - - pheasant, fox,

woodchuck, quail,
ice, rabbit

Undisturbed

pheasant, fox,
~woodchuck, song-
bird, rabbit, skunk

ii

Cutting & Windfall, brazing
- brambles, grape, rrosion; -

bittersweet, aspen edge,
hickory juniper,

awthor

Ecotone Undisturbed
dogwood, grape, viburnum, - _ -

herbaceous plants, Michi-
gan holly, elderberry

fox, squirrel,
raccoon, opossum,
rabbit, pheasant,
hawk, owl, crow,
ink, skunk, song-

bird

fox, pheasant, rab-
bit, squirrel, song-
bird, hawk, owl, crow,
raccoon, opossum, wea-
sel, mink, skunk

red-winged blackbird,
heron, duck, marsh-
hawk, pheasant, rabbit,
fox, weasel, skunk,
mink

Marsh
sedge, cattail, willow,
white birch, spirea,
goldenrod, fern, shrubby
cinquefoil

Ecotone
dogwood, poison sumac,
elderberry, grape, her-
baceous plants, night-
shade, Michigan holly

Swamp Hardwood
soft maple, yellow birch
hickory, swamp oaks,
ferns, jewelweed, violet
skunk cabbage

Spruce
dogwood

- Siltation -

brush, white birch,
and other species

Undisturbed

Cutting & Windfall - -
aspen, dogwood, poison
sumac, Michigan holly,
elderberry, high bush
blueberry, grape, night-
shade, viburnum

pheasant, rabbit,
squirrel, fox, mink,

~~ opossum, weasel, owl,
mink, hawk, crow

- - pheasant, rabbit,
squirrel, fox,
weasel, mink,
raccoon, opossum,
hawk, owl, crow

Fire
aspen, blueberry,
leather leaf, spruce

squirrel, fox

I. l

Tamarack Windfall & Seeding
po ison sumac, high bush - grape, sedge, night- -

blueberry, Michigan ]4 shade,_poison sumac
holly

.-._

Brush
dogwood, huckleberry,
chokeberry, poison sumac

~ts
Bog Plants

leather leaf, sedge,
cranberry

Undisturbed
- Except for deer on - -

George Reserve)

n " n 11 "n

squirrel, fox,
owl

-fox, songbird

ox, bog lemming
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THE GROUSE OF THE GLADWIN AREA

Purpose

Desiring to contrast a more northern grouse habitat with that to be

found in the southern part of the state, September 12th and 13th were

spent in observing the Gladwin Refuge and portions of Clare County in

the company of William Laycock, District Game Manager. Gladwin is lo-

cated about twenty-five miles southeast of Houghton Lake at the junction

of state highways 61 and 18.

Topography

Moraines:

The refuge (p. 87) is situated on a southwest branch of the West

Branch morainic system. This branch forks into two lobes over the area

in question. Sand and gravel plains lie between the moraines.

Character and Relief:

The topography presents relatively inconspicuous knolls. The lakes

and basins of the Gladwin refuge are typical of the swell and sag topo-

graphy exemplified in the Gladwin ridge. The outer face of the West

Branch morainic system rises 100 feet and may reach 200 feet in northern

Clare County.

Drainage:

The Gladwin State Game Refuge, located in T. 20 N., R. 2 W., has the

Clare County and Roscommon County lines as the west and north boundaries

respectively (p. 94). The refuge covers 5,120 acres and drains east and

southeast through a series of small lakes into the North Branch of the

Cedar River. The Clare County area drains to the southwest into the Mus-

kegon River.



Vegetation

Gladwin State Game Refuge:

The northwest corner of the refuge was originally part of the pine

plains with its mixture of white pine, Norway or red, and jack pines.

Mixed hardwoods and conifers covered the remainder of the refuge, except

for the coniferous vegetation of the small swamps which occur there.

The area now presents an interspersion of aspen, cedar, and oak,

with some tamarack. Among the shrubs composing the understory are:

nannyberry, mapleleaf viburnum, wild raisin, blueberry, and high-bush

cranberry. There are also staghorn sumac, cherry, leatherwood, Michi-

gan holly, and plants of bog vegetation. Vegetation of the forest floor

includes such plants as: bracken fern, sweet fern, dwarf Solomon's seal,

Aralia sp., dwarf dogwood, clover, and dwarf raspberry.

Clare County:

Aspen stands are more open than those on the refuge. Consequently,

there is a greater growth of grasses and bracken. The demarcation of

the ecotones bordering the cedar swamps is more pronounced. In general,

it may be said that there is a less even gradation from upland summer

cover into the fall and winter cover of the swamps. This, in conjunc-

tion with the fact that more intensive management measures are lacking,

may be the reason why the Gladwin refuge offers more suitable grouse

habitat. Aspen stands more open in nature and fewer food plants are

not conducive to the best grouse habitat.

Grouse Habitat

There is an ample spread of the necessary upland and lowland habi-

tats tied in by an even transition. Aspen stands are of low diameters,

with an even crown closure; they serve well for broods.
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Those uplands used by the grouse show no pronounced slope. This

is particularly true of those broods observed. Oak, as stated by Mr.

Laycock, serves as valuable mast during the better fruiting years.

There is a variety of food plants. Mountain ash and dogwood are also

included among the food plants cited above. Bracken, sweet fern, and

other herbaceous plants provide summer browse.

Sedges, poison sumac, high blueberry, and Michigan holly grade in-

to the tamarack cover of winter. Dogwoods occur along the bog edges.

The cedar swamps offer excellent cover of an evergreen vegetation.

Fallen trees provide protecting roots for safe cover. An outstanding

thing, true of both the Gladwin and the Clare County areas, is that the

cedar swamps are within easy reach of the aspen-browse so necessary in

winter. Here is one of the important facts pertaining to grouse during

the winter season; that they have food in sufficient abundance and that

that food be within easy reach of cover.

Grouse Management

Field trials at Gladwin require that there be a sufficient supply

of grouse on hand for the competing dogs. They further require that

the grouse be reasonably close to the courses on which the dogs are run

and judged. A planting program has been set up in order that the birds

might be held in the vicinity of the courses.

The Planting Program:

The plantings are a combination of fruiting shrubs placed around

spruce and red pine cover. Fruiting shrubs include nannyperry, moun-

tain ash, and crategus. There has been no success with plantings of

Michigan holly. The plants were set out and marked by stakes so that

a survival count might be made; almost 100% survival has been attained.
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Some of these plants have begun to produce fruit in their second year

of growth.

A system of protection for the young plants was found to be nec-

essary as the deer on the refuge constitute a browsing problem. After

planting the food and cover patches, the aspen has been lopped over

forming a protective "jam pile" (fig. 20, p. 63). When the shrubs have

attained sufficient height to over-top the pile, there is no longer

danger of destructive browsing. The cuttings offer an effective source

of light to the shrubs and conifers. The second method consists of

cutting poles and building exclosures about eight feet high and fifteen

feet long. Sportsmen entering the field trials have taken keen inter-

est in the plantings and have themselves begun a planting program which

has already seen the planting of crategus, white, and alsike clover.

It has been suggested that snow fencing might prove a cheaper means of

protection than those previously employed.

Plant and Animal Relationships:

Deer have increased to such an extent that a browse line is begin-

ning to appear in the cedar stands. Indication of the severity of the

condition may be seen in that there is only 1 fawn for every 2.06 does.

Over-browsing constitutes a danger to grouse populations (34).

The refuge is dotted with beaver dams (fig. 21, p. 63) and the re-

sultant impoundment of water has killed a great deal of cedar. This is

a threat both to deer and to grouse. The beaver are being trapped and

removed to other places. The deer present an additional problem in

that if cedar is cut for browse, aspen or spruce may replace the cedar.

Such a chance is not particularly desirable for grouse or deer.
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Experimental Feeding:

Mr. Laycock tried feeding the grouse unsuccessfully on the refuge,

finally concluding that he had not begun it early enough in the winter

for the birds to become adapted to the new food supply. The birds would

come near the food but passed around it. Deer, rabbit, and squirrel

made use of the grain, however.

Mortality:

No losses have been observed on the refuge. It was thought that,

because one trapper found a dead grouse last winter during the ice snap,

many grouse had perished. Laycock, however, observed that the grouse

shook the ice from the aspen buds and browsed easily.

Fox were on the refuge and trapping yielded three; to date no fox

sign has been observed. One coon was taken this spring. On the whole,

the effect of predation would seem to be little.

Grouse Observations:

Four grouse of a brood of seven were observed on the refuge. The

birds were in staghorn sumac and sedge along a swamp edge (fig. 22, p. 63).

The mother was picking at a dead frog. On another occasion 12 grouse

were flushed. All the juveniles were late broods due perhaps to the

wet spring. One grouse was flushed in Clare County, along the edge of

a cedar swamp. Laycock stated that from 1941 to 1946 there were 2.52

grouse moved per hour. The figures were compiled from field trial re-

sults and personal observations. There were .55 birds moved per hour

during the southern area field work (p. 23).
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Fig. 20. Tam piles protect food plantings
from browsing deer.

Fig. 21. Beaver flood out cedar stands val-
uable to grouse as cover.

Fig. 22. A brood of four was flushed
Refuge.

from this cover at Gladwin



TOPOGRAPHICAL EFFECTS

Drainage:

Drainage furnishes a supply of water to those lowland areas and

basins in which the best grouse habitat is centered. This means the

maintenance of conditions necessary to the swamp hardwoods and coni-

fers upon which the grouse depends. A supply of fresh water is im-

portant to the growth of cedar cover. Streams are important to grouse

as they delay the complete spread of a single type and insure the pres-

ence of valuable ecotones.

Basins hold a place of considerable importance to grouse. The hy-

drogen ion content which influences marginal ditch vegetation is the

direct result of basin drainage. Basins are at once reservoirs and a

source of water for areas on the same or lower levels. The existence

of basin vegetation, in particular those with lakes in various stages,

is insured by drainage.

Topography Delineates Upland from Lowland:

This is extremely important in the interspersion of types necess-

ary to grouse. River, flood plain, and basin extend distinct vegeta-

tional types into the upland areas. Subclimax types with attendant

ecotones exist here and may be held indefinitely by natural or artifi-

cial factors. Thousands of acres of basin and lowland are used for

winter cover and in them grows much of the winter food of the grouse.

The slow build up of lowland soil will bring about establishment

of valued food and cover species (52). Again, ecotones become import-

ant for along the edge between upland and lowland there is such valued

food and cover as the viburnums, dogwoods, and climbing vines.
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Topography Influences Slope Vegetation:

On the uplands there is a vegetational difference between the north

and south slopes. South slopes have a preponderance of hickory and oak

which provide food. Less food-bearing shrubs are found on the south

slopes. Crategus, juniper, and blueberries are some of the plants found

on the south slopes of basins.

North slopes, when on better soils, have a greater mixture of hard-

woods. Maple, beech, ash, and some black walnut will be found with the

hickory and oak. On both north and south slopes, when the soil is of

poorer quality, there is a great deal of oak. Shrubs and small trees of

north slopes include viburnums, pawpaw, smilax, ironwood, and witch-hazel.

Where small seepage areas occur, growths of elm, ash, and dogwoods are

found. Potzger (32) has termed this topographic control. It is probab-

ly indirect, the major influences being the action of sunlight and soil

depth upon soil moisture. In the lowlands water excesses exert control-

ling influences (32). Topography is concerned in that both drainage and

retention of water enters the picture. Subclimax forests of the lowland

are invaded by beech as soon as the soil is elevated some ten to twelve

inches above the water table (32). Beech is a grouse food.

Topography and Wind:

Leeward slopes always afford protection against the wind. It has

been noted that during driving wind, snow, or rain, entrance down into

a basin shows a great difference. The wind is as quiet as the interior

of a pine stand and it is appreciably warmer. The side protected from

wind holds the snow for a longer time and this affords an effective in-

sulation which is probably one of the factors contributing to the early

appearance of the spring flowers which are found on north slopes (37).
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These early herbaceous plants provide food for the grouse. Those

shrubs offering cover in the lowlands - in particular the dogwoods -

kept their leaves and fruit a little longer in the year than the up-

land shrubs; this was equally true of those trees having their crowns

below the tops of the basin or ridge. During seasons in which there

is less snow, insect populations are often higher on the dry, protect-

ed slopes (3). Protection from wind offers more comfortable shelter,

longer lasting deciduous cover and food, and the early appearance of

animal and plant food.

Topography and Cover Value:

Inasmuch as cultivation does not usually include the steeper

slopes of basins and lowland, the most valuable summer cover is to be

found along the lower portions of these slopes, adjacent to the marsh

or swamp. Topography holds this cover against the encroachment of

man. The value of cover is appreciably increased when backed by a

slope which necessitates high flight or cautious stalking. A grouse

in such cover has an added advantage in that danger from the rear is

lessened. Such positions are further strengthened by timber topping

the ridge and/or facing the cover. Such positions are usually within

easy flight of escape cover.

Topography and Escape:

On the north side of Big Island in the George Reserve, a grouse

consistently, no matter what the direction of approach, made use of

an escape avenue through a small pass and into cover on the far side

of a small cove. This bird could have flown over the ridge, but was

obviously taking the easiest way to escape cover.

The mother grouse of the brood observed on the George Reserve
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dropped quickly down the adjacent slope into cover along the kettle

hole. The seven weeks old brood flushed wildly in all directions a-

cross the small flat on which they were feeding and up the slope to

the edge of the stand, where they perched on low branches and shrubs

or settled to the ground. Do young birds learn the value of fast

downhill flight, or is brood escape something which finds its great-

est value for young birds in the sudden manner with which it is ac-

complished?

Grouse and Slope:

No grouse were observed on such steep slopes as those to be found

in Buck Hollow on the George Reserve, nor was this the case at Gladwin.

While slope affords a fast downhill flight, it operates against the

grouse in that feeding would be limited either to a downhill walk or a

walk parallel to the ridge. Also, uphill flight would tax the strength

of a bird of such low endurance as the grouse. At no time were grouse

flushed off a slope over 20%; this may indicate that topography has

something to do with that particular habitat in which the grouse cen-

ters its daily movement. Edminster believes topography may have such

an influence (18).

Mammalian Predators and Topography:

It has been noted that much of the remaining cover is to be found

along the base of ridge and basin. Animal trails follow the basin

edge and are used by both herbivore and carnivore as well as those mam-

mals of omnivorous diet. This offers two advantages, 1) detection is

lessened as the animal does not stand out against the sky, and 2) the

growths of shrubs and herbaceous vegetation offer effective conceal-

ment. Such trails afford easy progress and at the same time bring the

predator into contact with prey along the ecotone.
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Cultivation:

Inasmuch as topography distinguishes between moraine and swamp it

determines, in a broad sense, the effect of agriculture upon grouse habi-

tat. Where soil types and slope permit, cultivation extends directly to

the edge of those muck soils which are too difficult or expensive to work.

Cultivation is also limited by the dry sandy soils or ridges. This

determines the location of woodlots, which in turn effects the summer

movements of the grouse. Where slopes have been cleared of woodlots, graz-

ing has been the general use and the influence of this, in its worst form,

may be seen in the blow-out on the Chelsea Game Refuge. Were it not for

the presence of the sheep themselves, some of the effects of overgrazing

might prove valuable to grouse in that small patches of hawthorn often

become established. There are other values of cultivation which will be

discussed later.

Topography and Logging:

The more expensive equipment is out of reach for the average farmer

and he is forced to use sleds for logging the lowland. Even during winter

some sort of road construction would be necessary in order to truck logs

out of such places. The farmer faces added wear and tear on his truck if

forced to haul over adverse grades. Using a sled on slopes over 10% re-

quires the use of hay, straw, or dirt for greater traction when hauling

heavy loads (3). Sleds are almost necessitated when there is no wind-

break preventing high drifts over lanes. Saw logs are taken out by the

average farmer only where topography offers the least resistance.
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LAND USE

Correlation of
Moraines and Agriculture:

The outer rims of the moraines usually contain sand and gravel of

no value to agriculture. On logged over areas there is now a growth of

brush and aspen where there was formerly pine. At best, this land off-

ers only scanty grazing for stock. The inner borders of the morainic

systems carry a clay till which is productively farmed. Moraine and

outwash soils offer the better agricultural chances. Basins, being

low and wet, usually present difficult problems in agriculture. Those

farms on the more inferior soils show heavy overgrazing; in places sand

has been exposed and blow-outs have developed.

The W. P. A. Survey and the
Michigan Agricultural Census:

The W. P. A. survey (p. 72) shows the northern counties to be poor-

er than the southern counties. There are more low income farms, lower

percentages of farm tenancy, and less farm wage workers. The land value

per capita of the northern rural farm population was $434 as compared to

$998 for the southern counties. There are less people in the northern

counties.

Examination of the census tables bears out the findings of the W. P. A.

survey (pp. 73-75). Gladwin County has a higher percentage of woodland,

and a lower percentage of pastured woodlots. This is entirely natural in

view of the scanty forage offered by the sand soil. Except for a few

tender-leaved shrubs, the ground cover is composed of bracken and plants

of "leather-leaved" foliage. This is not good forage. More woodlots and

less pasture means a better grouse habitat. The opposite is true of

Washtenaw County.



There are more crop failures and less crop land in Gladwin County.

Washtenaw County has more successful farming, more agricultural land,

and farm equipment higher in value than those of Gladwin County. The

situation is the same regarding livestock. Crop failures discourage

farming, and less crop land means more grouse habitat. Agricultural

operations are not as great in the north as in the south. This means

less clover, dusting spots, insects, and other foods for grouse. These

are increased in southern Michigan. In an effort to keep the land pro-

ductive, northern farmers on poor land have gone into grazing. The situ-

ation becomes worse for the farmer and worse for the grouse.

Gladwin County has less people than Washtenaw County. This means

less hunters; however, these people sustain themselves with more home a

products. The meaning is clear. Many of the northern people are poor.

Anyone who has a gun is going to hunt in order to increase the food

supply. Undoubtedly, those hunting put considerable effort into it.

However, the total hunting pressure is not as great in such localities.

Hunters from the southern counties increase the pressure when they go

north for the grouse season. Hunters in Washtenaw County exert little

effect upon grouse for two reasons, 1) they generally believe that

there are no grouse to be had and 2) many of them prefer the easier

hunting of open fields and woods.

Agricultural Practices:

Following a set plan of rotation varies in this county as it does

in the north. Carter, who is share-cropping the field on the north

side of Mud Lake, is using a four year rotation with clover following

the wheat which he put in this fall. Some use this four year rotation

and others, while realizing the importance of rotation, have a
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tendency to let the crops remain in the same fields until they show

a decreased yield, upon which the rotation is changed. There are

young, progressive farmers coming into the county, some of whom have

had college agricultural training. They are using better methods.

Woodlot management concerns itself with a supply of fuel wood

supplemented with occasional saw logs. There are comparatively few

woodlots which are not grazed. Grazing in some cases even extends

into the lowland hardwood.

Fence rows, especially in sheep pastures, are almost bare except

for a few trees. Thistle does not seem to have gained the hold it

has in Ohio pastures. Some farmers make a practice of cutting and

burning "dirty fence rows." Where groups are able to pool their re-

sources, drainage projects are being carried out. There are valuable

things for grouse even in the agricultural practices now in use.

Where crops adjoin nesting or brood areas, insects (23) and dusting

spots are available. When the rotation places clover adjacent grouse

habitat, this also is a valuable food during fall and winter (pp. 88-

93). Of course, certain shrubs do continue to grow - they are not

all taken out - and these provide food. Poison ivy, grape, and Vir-

ginia creeper are not as often cut as are heavy growths of shrubs.
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oCltural Indices Contrasting
the

Northern and Southern Counties of the Lbwer Peninsula

Children
per 1000
women

19301

Low income
. farms

19292

Tenancy
on

farms

19353

Farm
wage
workers

1930

Land value
per capita-,
of rural
farm popu.

1930

Farm pro-
duce con-
sumed on

farms
1929

Rural fami-
lies resid-

ing on
farms
1930

-- a now Winslow

Northern
counties 818

Southern.
counties. 590

12 22

21 51

454

998

58

4255 12

1 Children under 5 years of age per 1,000
rural population, 1930.

women 20-44 years of age,

2 Percent of farms producing less than $1,000 gross income, 1929.

Including croppers in the south.



Farms, Acreage, and Land Area - 1945

Farms - number .. .. ..............................

Approximate land area in farmis - acres.. .

Land in farms - acres *................................. ]

-- owned by operator- acres ......
- rented by operator - acres ............

Average size of farms - acres ....................
Crop land harvested:

farms reporting ....... 9..................9999999

acres .. 9999999999999999.9" 9 "" "" "" " . . ".."**""***" "". . ."

average per farm . . ..................... ......... *

Crop failure:
farms reporting ..................... 99.9

acres .. 9..999 ...9....9"9................

average per farm .... 9999999....99999..... *

Crop land idle or fallow:
farms reporting ...........................
acres ..... ..............................

average per farm ..........................
Crop land used only for pasture:

farms reporting.................

average per farm ...999 .................. "

Woodland pasture:
farms reporting .....................

acres .................................

average per farm .................

Other land pastured:
farms reporting 99999.......................

acres 999...........9999999999999..........

average per farm ......................... .*

Woodland not pastured:
farms reporting .. ~ ........ "....r.

acres .........................
average per farm 999999..99..99999999.9999999...*

All other lands:
farms reporting 999999......................

acres ..9999999 ............ ~...........
average per farm ............. 99999999999....

Crop land total:
farms reporting ....... "..................."

acres 9...........9.........9 ........

average per farm *. ..................

Land pastured:
farms reporting ...........................
acres *...............................

average per farm 9999999..........9.......... *

Woodland total:
farms reporting .. 9999999999.......9..."""""

acres ........................ 9.....

average per farm "......."..............

fl adwir

1, 306
321, 920
161,897
117 778
44,119

124.0

1, 217
53, 481

37
276

152
1, 835

507
9,867

15

781
4,844

832
37,0965

210
9803

47

1,295
6816

1,256
65,469

5

1,233
89,676

879
51,9647

59

(Counties)
S Washtenaw

3,00o6
> 458,240

37, 545
3 250,202

125,251
124.9

2,823
194,386

} 6

t 192
i 1,480
5 7.1

'- 743
i ~ 14,1 :31

* 19

p 1, 391
p 35,384

18

1,225
F~ 2 3, 476
S * 19

'- 1, 738
i 59,v399
i 34

p 17

> 2,296
i 36,652

* 12

i 2,427
244,381

* 84

y 2,588
i 118,259

41

1,747
35,021

19

*County with greatest average per f arm.
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Farm Dwel lings and Population 1945
(Oclunties)

Gl adwin . 'Washtenaw

Dwellings on f'armss
farms reporting ......... ................. 1,293 2,955
number of' dwellings.,. ...... 1,495 *3,498
number occupied .......................... 1,252 *3,.345
number unoccupied ................... ... * 263 153

Average person per occupied dwellings
average .. . . .. ......... .. . ... .. . .. ..........*.* * 3.69 3.46
number of persons under 14 years ... .. 1,164 *2,9830
number of boys .. ............................. 785 *1,465
number of girls... . . . . . .. 829 *1,5 67
number of persons 14 years and over ,........ 3,5364 *8, 733
number of' men and boys (14 and over) ......... 1,722 *4,409
number of' women and girls (14 and over) ...... 1,9642 *4,5324

Farm populations (people living. in occupied
dwellings on farms):
farms reporting "...... .."......"....." 2,908 126
number of' persons ... ,................. *4,978 1, 565

* County with largest number of' dwellings or persons.
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A Brief Table Showing Value of Farm Property
and

Number of Cattle and Horses - 1945
(C(

Gladwin

1) Average vdlue per acre of lands and buildings .. $36.06

Farms 30 acres or over .................... $4,583

2) Value of implements and machinery:
Farms reporting ................................ 1,128

Value ....................................... $1,010,843

3) Value of livestock on farms ................. $1,514,586

4) Cattle and calves:
Farms reporting ...................... ........... 1,056

Numbers ..................................... ... 19,157

5) All horses and colts including ponies:
Farms reporting ........... ..................... 871

Numbers .. ...................................... 2,249

cunties)
Washtenaw

* $91.22

$12, 761

* 2,688

*$5,127, 325

*$5, 641,235

2,373

* 43,9036

1,813

* 5,297

* ounty with largest value or numbers.
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MANAGEMENT SUGGESTIONS

Because of the particular topography of southern Michigan, we find

Detroit situated on the east and Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids on the west,

not far distant from the lake front. Placed between these cities and

reaching roughly from Lenawee County on the south to Oakland County on

the north is the Interlobate Lake District. Jackson is practically with-

in this area. It is here intended to consider management proposals for

ruffed grouse in an area which has, in its three larger cities, a popu-

lation of some 1,841,840 people. How can the 20% which King (24) uses

to build up a grouse population be maintained under such a condition?

A grouse management plan for this area would offer - if it works - an

increased measure of recresktion.

Locality:

The locality has already been cited; it is suitable for grouse as

it holds thousands of acres of marsh and swamp. As pointed out in the

discussion of topography and drainage, the Saline and Huron Rivers are

important in management considerations. The former vegetation of this

area supports this reasoning. Such small streams as the Portage River

become equally important.

Type Management

There are three major land divisions to be considered; lowland,

upland, and cultivated fields. Lowland is broken down into conifers,

swamp hardwood, brush, and marsh. Upland is divided into mixed hardwood

and brush. Cultivated fields include the broad groups of pasture and crop.

Lowland:

Conifers. Evergreen cover is lacking. The Interlobate Lake Dis-

trict must be considered in the light of the necessity for such cover.
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Where coniferous stands appear in small units as those on the

Mud Lake area, an increased area of conifers will afford additional

cover. Hardwood slashings of two acre extent are recommended. Black

spruce should be planted in three or four groups of twenty-five each

for every two-acre slashing. These groups may be ringed about by

shrubs which come in naturally or if shrubs should prove scarce, they

should be planted. Spruce could also be planted in the center of such

openings. Such species as Michigan holly, nannyberry, mapleleaf vi-

burnum, elderberry, dogwood, and dwarf blackberry are valuable species

used in planting. Grape will create a more dense cover and contribute

food. The important thing in such a proposal is that the interior is

made more suitable for grouse, with a resultant even spread of popula-

tion (5, 8-11, 13).

Cedar is recommended only where there is known to be a flow of

fresh water. Areas of predominate cedar can be made of increased val-

ue by the creation of small openings with a planting of aspen or birch

if necessary. This usually seeds in. Fruiting shrubs should also be

considered. Poison sumac is almost always present and need not be

planted. It is not recommended that a great deal of labor be spent on

tamarack stands. When adjacent to hardwood, spruce, or cedar, a strip

cutting along the edge of the tamarack will increase the food supply.

Poison sumac, grape, and fallen tamarack often occur together in the

tamarack stands and this combination offers natural cover. Sometimes

situations will be found in which there are small mounds at places with-

in lowland timber. This offers an excellent opportunity for the plant-

ing of beech and upland shrubs which, when ringed with lowland shrubs

around the outer edge, will greatly increase available foods. Such
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conditions may be seen on the Chelsea Game Refuge where a stand of

beech occupies a mound. Before any planting is done, the necessary

Ph (p. 81) for the particular shrubs used should be known and check-

ed with the place of introduction (22).

Swamp Hardwood. The Pennsylvania Game Commission (30) used

heavy thinning - 50% to 75% - in order to release shrubs. This seems

to be a thing of short value. Opening a stand to such a degree may

bring in heavy bramble, dogwood, coppice and reproduction which will

demand maintenance for the best grouse conditions. Small quarter to

one-half acre openings supplemented, if need be, with planting are of

value to the grouse using such locations (13, 18). Zig-zag strips or

openings with scalloped edges increase the edge (30). Tops and

brgnches of the trees should be piled in the center or laid in wind-

rows for extra cover (30). Grape tangles may be increased by partial-

ly cutting through the tree upon which the vine grows so that when the

tree falls, it will still have sufficient sapwood and cambium to con-

tinue growth for a while (13, 18, 30). This offers dense shelter in

the summer; the vines will offer food. Where shelter is scarce, con-

iferous plantings or high stumps with coppice growth will help (30).

If trails cross the swamp hardwood, these should be kept open as they

furnish proper conditions for the growth of shrubs (13, 18, 24). If

food plants are near, they will come into the openings.

Brush. Brush provides fall feeding. Brush will be found to be

of more value when in connection with the planting of conifers men-

tioned above. From 10% to 20% of brush should be allowed (18).

Field edges and the edge of marsh land should be used for this pur-

pose (18). Cutting strips will open the way for brush and these
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should be maintained by occasionally cutting trees which may spring

up (13, 18, 50). If used with equal areas of 30% to 50% of conifers

and hardwood, and about 1% of open land, this will bring the most pre-

ferable spread of types (18).

Marsh. Marsh can be made more valuable to grouse by piling brush

near growths of shrubs so that more cover will be available or by cut-

ting back the cattails and releasing shrubs (13, 18). This, however,

is a refinement and need not be done as grouse make less use of marsh

areas.

Upland:

Mixed Hardwood. It is important that overgrazed hardwood stands

be closed so that brush and reproduction might have a chance to re-

turn (15, 14, 18, 24, 26). Fire control, while perhaps not so necess-

ary, should be considered under a large state project (13, 18). Areas

cqn be allowed to seed in if parent trees.are near, or planting should

be carried out. Roads and trails are important in that they provide

openings lined with brush (13, 18, 24). Dusting spots and grit are al-

so made available (13, 18, 24). There are few stands which need thin-

ning; the same technique of openings apply to these. Where wildlife

foods are needed, there are several species which may be planted. A-

mong these are: flowering dogwood, wild blackberry, black haw, hobble-

bush, smilax, withe-rod, elderberry, and rose. Planted along woodlot

edges or trails, these shrubs find their greatest use to grouse and

wildlife. Virginia creeper, bittersweet, grape, and cherry will con-

tribute further food if allowed to grow along the fence adjacent the

woodlot. An edge of shrubs eight feet.wide will often attract wood-

chucks; their dens are valuable for rabbits. It is also particularly
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desirable to maintain den trees and those weed trees which furnish

wildlife foods. Hardwood reproduction must be periodically thinned

in order that the edge might be maintained. Stands should not be

allowed to go beyond 80% of crown closure as the herbaceous ground

cover is then in danger of change. This applies to swamp as well as

to upland (7-11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 22).

It is suggested that by use of the photometer in those stands

holding grouse populations the proper amount of light may then be de-

termined and thinnings carried out accordingly. It should be noted

that such men as Jennings, Mason, and Clutier, while forbidding hunt-

ing, have not been able to increase grouse. There is little cutting

and almost no grazing in the lowlands. It is therefore suggested

that closing in of vegetation be investigated.

If upland hardwood stands of 70 acres or more can be established,

these can be managed in just the same way as the swamp hardwoods (18).

This will then be a direct parallel to those conditions which Fisher

cited (20). Conifers should always be planted on the interior of the

stands for reasons mentioned above (18). It should be remembered that

timber stands are of greatest value to game when not over 600 feet

wide (18). Space the openings and plantings in regard to this prin-

ciple. The same system as that described for the plantings at Gladwin

will apply here. Clover planted in the roads will afford another food

for grouse. Slashing or burning may bring back aspen if it is needed.

It is desirable to maintain areas of young hardwood from 4 to 8 inches

in diameter with some conifers for spring nesting (15, 18). These

young stands often furnish food for broods; slashings are also valuable

in this respect.
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Characteristics, Tolerance, and Habitat of Some Shrubs and
Vines Recommended for Planting in Grouse Management

OCmmon Name
Growth*

CharacteristicsScientific NName Tolerance Habitat

Nannyberry
Blackhaw
Mapleleaf viburnum
High bush cranberry
Pagoda dogwood
Flowering dogwood
Gray dogwood
Beaked hazel
American hawthorn
Mountain ash
Staghorn sumac
Smooth sumac
Japanese rose
American elder
European elder
Flowering raspberry
Climbing bittersweet
Virginia creeper
Grape
Common nightshade
Bitter nightshade
Michigan holly

Viburnum lentago
Viburnum runifoium
Viburnum acerifol ium
Viburnum opulus
Cornus alternifol ia
Cornus florida
Cornus paniculata
Corylus rostrata
Crataegus coccinea
Pyrus americana
Rhus hirta
Rhus glabra
Rosa multiflora
Sambucus canadensis
Sambucus racemosa
Occidental is
Celastras scandens
Psedra quinquefolia
Vitis spp.
So1anum nigrum
Solanum dulcamara
Ilex verticillata

Tall
Tall
Tall
Tall
Tall
Tall
Tall
Tall
Tall
Tall
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Lowu
Low
Low
Tall

(Sh)
(s Sh)
(Sh)
(S Sh)
(Sh)
(S Sh)
(s)
(s)
(s Sh)
(g)
(g)
(3)
(s)
(s Sh)
(Sh)
(Sh)
(s)
(s)
(s Sh)
(Sh)
(Sh)
(sh)

6.o-8.o
6.0-8.0
6.0-8.0
6.0-8.0
6.0-8.0
6.0-7.0
6.0-8.0
6.0-8.0
6.0-8.0
6.o-8.o
6.0-8.0
6.0-8.0
4.0-8.0
6.0-8.0
6.0-8.o
6.0-8.0
4.0-7.0
4+.0-7.0
7.0-8.0
4.0-8.0
4.0-8.0
4.0-6.0

Wet
Dry
Dry
Dry
Mo ist
Moist
Dry-Wet
Moist
Dry
Moist
Dry
Dry
Dry-Wet
Dry-Wet
Dry*Wet
Dry-Wet
Mo ist
Mo ist
Moist
Moist
Moist
Wet

* S sun
Sh shade
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Brush. It is advisable to place these areas in strip form along

the edges (13, 18). Often large areas of brush may be found adjacent

swamp and upland; these are heavily used by grouse during fall and win-

ter. A more equitable distribution of the birds could be achieved if

brush strips are maintained along the other edges of the woods as well.

Fifty foot strips of brush are not too much for state game lands (18).

Old orchards could be utilized by allowing them to come into brush (18).

Occasional pruning will keep the apples fruiting and the grouse may

use them (18).

Cultivated Fields:

Overgrazed fields can result in erosion. As soon as the topsoil

is gone, blow-outs often occur on the sandy moraines. This is partic-

ularly pronounced in some parts of the Gladwin area and has taken place

to a slight degree in Washtenaw County.

Rotations become of value in that clover and insects are available.

Where hedges are desirable they must be kept on the side of the fence

away from grazing stock. Species suggested for planting have already

been discussed. Where shrub borders or hedges are adjacent to wood-

lots and a downhill slope is present, the plantings can be so arranged

as to have the lower growing species next to the ground on the upper

side of the border (13, 14, 17). It is desirable to use at least three

species - a tree, a shrub, and.a vine. Small clumps of conifers will

furnish cover for grouse and mammals if kept cut back at the top (13, 14).

State and Private Control:

State control must be centered in the recreation areas and game

lands. Either the state must buy up the land needed for a complete

area or else it must concentrate upon maintenance of its own areas
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and a program in cooperation with the land owners. This entails edu-

cation and aid in such things as plantings. The most difficult thing

in such a set-up is that the land owner must be kept interested.

Under a farmers' organization, a management plan can be made to

function. The township organizes and elects a president, secretary,

and treasurer. In cooperation with state wildlife men lands are post-

ed, refuges set up, and hunting restrictions put in motion. Permits

to hunt are not necessary on the owner's land, but elsewhere on lands

of the organization, a small fee is charged. Township residents who

are not members and those who are outside the township are charged

respectively higher prices for permits. The hunter is required to re-

cord his name, residence, and automobile and hunting license numbers.

Strict rules regarding hunting within safety limits for stock and

buildings are set up and enforced by elected officers, who also en-

force the regulations for the areas. Under such an organization re-

fuge then becomes possible. Predator control is not suggested as the

value is doubtful (16). All profits of the association are divided,

part going to the township school, part to the church, and part to

the land owners on an acreage basis. This sort of organization is still

continuing in the Pheasant Refuge Management System used in northwest-

ern Ohio near Toledo (21).

The Williamston Plan is somewhat similar (2). The Plan rests upon

cooperative posting of farm lands and admittance of hunters through

written permits. It finds its strength in that the hunter's car re-

mains in the farmer's yard until the hunter returns. The Pheasant

Refuge Management System has the strong points of cooperative posting

and written permit as well as a business foundation which contributes

funds to the community.



SUMMARY

1) Some stands holding grouse ten to twenty years ago do not hold

them now because cutting, draining, and overgrazing have destroyed

the habitat.

2) Grouse are found in stands of forty or more acres when the necess-

ary vegetational types are present.

3) There is 1 grouse per 8 to 9 acres for the areas studied.

4) In nesting, the grouse is handicapped by weather and the small

amount of suitable upland hardwood.

5) Conditions for grouse are more favorable in the northern counties

of the lower peninsula because of more extensive woodland.

6) Once the general location of a brood is established, they may be

easily observed throughout the season until they reach adulthood.

7) Small diameter stands are used by broods during the spring and

summer.

8) Some broods were late this year and did not break up until October.

9) Grouse make use of conifers during inclement fall weather.

10) Plantation conifers are of value to grouse if they are adjacent to

hardwoods and have scattered openings.

11) Roosting and feeding cover are similar in summer and early fall;

different in spring and winter.

12) Summer cover for adults consists of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous

vegetation with sedge only slightly used in the south.

13) Food preference is a matter of abundance and availability.

14) Intensive study with trapping and banding is necessary before the

fate of broods is fully understood; until this is known, predation

is not proven to be a lesser factor.
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15) Game birds and herbivorous mammals offer little competition to

grouse where food is abundant.

16) Fire and cutting may be favorable or unfavorable to grouse.

17) The glaciated topography of Michigan has a direct and indirect

effect upon grouse.

18) Present land use practices are both favorable and unfavorable to

grouse.

19) A southern Michigan grouse management plan will increase recreation-

al facilities.

20) Sportsmen are interested in improving grouse habitat in the northern

counties of the lower peninsula and there are some interested men in

the southern counties.

21) Unless land is purchased by the state, private ownership will prob-

ably be the focal point in management suggestions.

22) The Gladwin Refuge has a higher population than southern Michigan

because management has maintained an even transition of vegetational

types, good interspersion, and abundant food.

23) Intensive agricultural practices limit grouse habitat in southern

Michigan. The grouse habitat in the Gladwin area is not as adversely

affected.
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